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1.0 Overview and General Information 

The Chittenden Area Transportation Management Association (CATMA), in close collaboration with 
the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, Champlain College and the University of 
Vermont Medical Center, is soliciting proposals from qualified firms to update CATMA’s 5-year Joint 
Institution Parking Management Plan with 2019 serving as base year and thereafter through 2024 as 
planning years. 
 
1.1 Budget 

The budget for this work is $25,000. 
 

1.2 Background Information  
The Chittenden Area Transportation Management Association (CATMA) founding Hill institutions 
(Champlain College, University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, and University of Vermont 
Medical Center) provide the City of Burlington with 5-year Joint Institutional Parking Management 
Plans (JIPMP), as well as an annual update.  The first 5-year JIPMP was for the period of 2009-2014, 
with its update 2014-2019 which is available on the CATMA website under “About US”, as well as the 
annual updates. (catmavt.org) 
 
The primary objective of this Plan is to satisfy the City of Burlington Article 8, Section 8.3.3 of the 
current zoning ordinance and demonstrate the proposed developments can be adequately served by 
a more efficient and collective approach relative to parking and transportation.  The updated 5-year 
Plan will include: 
 

• future development at each Hill institution over the next five years 
• an analysis of past, current and future parking demand and supply 
• any parking shortfalls based on future development 
• address the collaborative strategies to address parking needs 
• indicate system to monitor, measure and ensure compliance with this Plan 

 
This Plan will organize each Hill institution in their respective chapters. The individual chapters will 
include current parking supply and demand, projected future projects and impacts on parking and 
transportation demand management, and parking strategies and policies in place or to be 
developed.  The final chapter of this Plan will be CATMA’s report on collective institutional best 
practices that recognize the efficiencies gained when sharing resources and jointly managing 
transportation and parking via CATMA. 
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CATMA celebrated its 25 year anniversary in 2017.  A 501(c)3 non-profit, membership based 
organization, who primarily manages and administers a comprehensive suite of TDM programs that 
reduce the use of single occupant vehicles (SOVs) while improving the commuter experience.  In 
January 2015, CATMA expanded its service area from an institutional based TMA to a regional TMA 
serving employers, developers and municipalities in Chittenden County.   

2.0 Proposal Requirements 

All proposers shall submit a Technical Proposal (see Section 2.1) and Cost Proposal (see Section 2.2) 
as two separate email attachments to sandy@catmavt.org. Technical proposals shall not exceed a 
total of 15 pages, including cover letter and response to technical proposal. Proposals that exceed 15 
pages will have 10 points subtracted from the overall score (see Section 4.2). Technical Proposals 
will be reviewed by an evaluation committee prior to opening any Cost Proposal (see Section 4.1). 
 
Proposals must be received by email no later than April 14, 2018. 
 
If any of the above requirements are not met, the proposal may not be considered.   
 
Proposers requesting additional information or that have questions regarding this RFP should email 
sandy@catmavt.org and reference the section of the RFP to which the question pertains. Questions 
will be accepted until March 29, 2018.  

2.1 Technical Proposal Requirements  

The Technical Proposal should demonstrate that the proposer understands the intent and scope of 
the project, the content of the deliverables, and the specific tasks that must be performed in the 
course of supplying these services. In order to assist in the evaluation process, please include the 
following information in the technical proposal: 

2.1.1  Cover Page 

Include the title of the RFP, due date, and contact information for the principal contact (including 
name, address, telephone number, and e-mail). 

2.1.2 Cover Letter 

At a two-page maximum, please explain why your firm is qualified to perform this work, how 
deliverables will be provided to the project team, and identify any constraints or issues unique to this 
scope of work that could impede your ability to complete the work on time or within budget. The 
signatory should be the person with the official capacity to commit your firm to this project. 
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2.1.3 Scope of Work, Work Plan and Methodology 

This section should provide a detailed description of the proposer’s understanding of the nature of 
the work and approach to be taken and address project objectives, requested services, and any other 
pertinent elements. A detailed schedule should accompany the work description showing the 
expected sequence of tasks and resource requirements for both the proposer and any other 
potential partners. 

2.1.4 Introduction, Qualifications and Experience of the Proposer Firm(s) 

Proposer shall provide an overview of their firm and any sub-consultants intended to work on the 
project.  The overview shall include the following information: 

a. Firm name and business address including phone and email. 
b. A brief description of the firm’s history, mission and background. 
c. Firm’s previous experience, knowledge and qualifications relating specifically to this 

nature of work. 
d. A list of recent work (within the last 3 years) that is relevant to this type of project. 
e. References: provide at least three (3) other client references including mailing addresses, 

phone numbers and email addresses who are familiar with the firm’s ability, experience, 
and reliability in the performance and management of projects of a similar nature. 

For sub-consultants not named in the proposal, approval will be required by the CATMA Evaluation 
Committee before the sub-consultant may perform any work for this project. 

2.1.5 Qualifications and Experience of Key Staff 

The proposer shall identify key individuals assigned to the project and include their roles and 
responsibilities in this work. Submit resumes for only those individuals that will participate in the 
project with an emphasis on previous work experience on similar projects in similar roles.  

2.2 Cost Proposal Requirements 

Please provide a Cost Proposal (separate from the Technical Proposal) to complete the tasks and 
objectives for this project. The Cost Proposal shall include the following, listing any sub-consultants 
separately: 
 

• Hourly rate schedule 
• Overhead rate and fee 
• Hours and cost by task/deliverable  
• Submit Contractor Financial Background  
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2.3  Proposal Conditions 
CATMA may issue addenda/amendments to this RFP which will be available on the CATMA website.  
It is the proposer’s responsibility to check for updated information on the website and submit the 
amendments available on the CATMA website along with the Technical Proposal.  
 
All proposals shall be submitted in accordance with requirements set forth in this RFP for 
consideration. It is the consultant’s responsibility to ensure timely submittal of the proposal on or 
before the due date and time.  Proposals submitted after the deadline will not be accepted. 
 
CATMA is not responsible, in part or whole, for costs incurred in preparation of the proposal in 
response to this RFP. The cost of preparing, submitting and presenting the proposal is at the sole 
expense of the consultant. All proposals become the property of CATMA upon submission. CATMA 
reserves the right to seek clarification of any proposal submitted and to select the proposal that best 
promotes the public interest.  

2.4 Non-Discrimination and Title VI 

The consultant shall comply with the provisions of the Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil 
Rights Restoration Act of 1987, and subsequent related acts, and all other federal statutory laws 
which provide in whole or in part that no person or entity on the grounds of race, color, national 
origin, sex, physical disability, or veteran status be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be otherwise discriminated under the State, federal and USDOT assisted contracts, 
programs and activities. 

3.0 Scope of Work 

This Scope of Work section identifies major aspects and tasks associated with this project. CATMA 
staff in collaboration with institutional staff, will monitor in partnership with selected consultant the 
day-to-day activities for this project. If deemed necessary, an advisory committee may be created to 
oversee and approve the general direction and elements of this project.  

3.1 Services Required 

A. Kick-Off Meeting 
 
The Consultant shall attend a kick-off meeting in late Spring 2018, to be organized by CATMA as 
Project Manager, with the institutions representatives, as an introduction to the project participants 
and review of scope. The Consultant will develop a kick-off meeting agenda, provide to CATMA for 
distribution, attend the meeting and take meeting minutes, and bring any collected existing 
information with existing conditions to facilitate discussions. There should also be a discussion of 
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the scope of work and project schedule to identify any changes or additions based upon questions or 
comments the Consultant may have. It is suggested this meeting occur after collecting some of the 
readily available existing information.  
 
Project activities involving institutional assets will require coordination with CATMA. 
 
B. Collect Existing Data 
 

1. The Consultant will: 
• Clarify study area including institutional sites within Main Campus’ 
• Review previous JIPMP 5-year Plan (2014-2019) posted on CATMA’s website  
• Collect and document current and available parking supply and traffic counts at each 

institution 
• Document transportation demand management strategies, bike and pedestrian facilities 
• Meet with CATMA Operations Committee to gather insight from operations perspective 
• Determine other appropriate items  (i.e. coordination w/ UVM Parking & Transportation 

Consulting Services Project) 
 
2. Consultant will conduct a field review of existing conditions mentioned above and record in 
document and by taking high- resolution photographs. An existing conditions plan will be 
developed.  
 
3. Consultant shall collect land use data within the study area to include general land uses and 
projected growth. Additionally, existing bike and pedestrian generators and destinations will be 
identified and documented. The Consultant will obtain and indicate on the existing conditions 
plan any adjacent planned developments and corridor or master plans that might impact 
institutional activities.  
 
4. Consultant shall identify and document the proposed projects in the reporting time frame,  
parking and transportation resources within the study area.  The resources include, but are not 
limited to: 
 
• Meeting with individual institutions to acquire information on respective proposed projects 

over next five years, including (anticipated construction year, gross floor area, building 
function and associated parking) 

• Analyzing current and future parking supply, utilization and need 
• Analyzing current and future parking policies and programs (including monitoring and 

enforcement) 
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• Analyzing current and future transportation services 
• Analyzing current and future transportation demand management strategies (CATMA and 

individual institutions) 
• Documenting TDM performance metrics satisfying Burlington CDO Sec. 8.1.15, Waivers from 

Parking Requirements/ Parking Management Plans 
  

C. Regulatory Agency Coordination 
 
Consultant will meet with City of Burlington Planning and Zoning staff to clarify Ordinance 
requirements of the JIPMP.  If any planned projects identify a potential impact on parking and 
transportation, the Consultant shall make the appropriate coordination with the regulatory agency of 
jurisdiction. This coordination may include a discussion of minimization and mitigation procedures.  
 
D. Present Final Report to City of Burlington  
 
The Consultant will coordinate and attend a presentation of final JIPMP report to City of Burlington 
Planning Commission and Development Review Board, with CATMA Project Manager. 
 
E. Project Schedule 
 
A project schedule will be submitted with the proposal.  Anticipate project completion no later than 
the end of December 2018.  Any changes in the schedule require written approval of the CATMA 
Project Manager. Major milestones and activities that shall be included in the schedule. 

4.0 Proposal Evaluation and Selection 

4.1 Evaluation Process 

All Technical Proposals will be reviewed and evaluated by a Review Committee consisting of CATMA 
and CATMA Executive Planning Committee members.  All Technical Proposals will be evaluated 
against the mandatory proposal requirements outlined in Section 2.0 in an initial review process. 
Proposals that fail to comply with the requirements may be rejected and not considered further in 
the evaluation process. 

4.2 Technical Proposal Scoring 

Technical Proposals are assigned scores using a predetermined point methodology for each of the 
factors below for a total of 100 points. 

a. Responsiveness to the scope of work – 5 points 
b. Project understanding, approach and methodology – 45 Points 
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c. Project schedule and work plan – 15 points 
d. Proposer team and specific experience of the proposed staff – 20 points 
e. Proven record of successful deployment of similar projects – 15 points 

 
Once the Technical Proposal review is complete and scored, the Cost Proposal information will be 
reviewed by the committee. The proposed project cost may be a consideration in the selection. 
Specific attention will be given to the commitment implied for key staff and the overall labor effort 
proposed, and their relationship to the estimated project cost. 

4.3  Optional Interviews and Presentations 

CATMA reserves the right to select and invite the top highly scored consultants for optional 
interviews prior to awarding the contract. In this process, the Review Committee may ask the 
respondents to give an oral presentation of their respective proposals. The purpose of this oral 
presentation is to provide an in-depth analysis of certain qualifications, experience in performing 
similar services, and an opportunity for the proposer to clarify or elaborate on their qualifications 
without restating the proposal to the review committee. The optional interview and presentation, if 
deemed necessary by the Review Committee, will be held at the CATMA office in Winooski, Vermont. 
The day and time will be notified to the respondents at least 1 week prior to the meeting. All costs and 
expenses incurred in traveling for the purpose of the interview and presentation shall be the 
responsibility of the consultant. 

4.4  Additional Information 

CATMA reserves the right to reject any and all proposals received as a result of this solicitation, to 
negotiate with any qualified source, to waive any formality and any technicalities or to cancel the 
RFP in part or in its entirety. This solicitation of proposals in no way obligates CATMA to award a 
contract.   

5.0 General Terms 

5.1 Confidentiality 

The successful response/proposal will become part of the contract file, as will all other responses 
received. If a proposer includes any material that is considered to be proprietary and confidential 
under 1VSA, Chapter 5, the proposer shall clearly designate the material as such, explaining why such 
material should be considered confidential. Under no circumstances can the entire response or cost 
proposal be marked confidential. Proposals so marked shall not be considered. 
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5.2 Contract & Payments 

Contract will be awarded based on a competitive selection and scoring process. The scores from the 
technical proposals evaluation, cost proposal review, and interviews and presentations (if held) will 
be taken into account in making a final decision to award the contract. It should be noted that the 
consultant with lowest cost proposal may not necessarily be awarded the contract.     
 
A contract entered into as a result of this RFP will be a deliverable-based contract. CATMA may 
undertake negotiations with the lead firm/proposer that emerges through the evaluation process. 
Invoices should be submitted to CATMA at the successful completion of each task and acceptance of 
the deliverable by the project manager. If a monthly payment schedule has been agreed upon, the 
consultant shall submit detailed project status report on the first of each month to the CATMA Project 
Manager indicating the percent completion for each project task. The project manager reserves the 
right to request supplemental information to ensure appropriate project progress. 

5.3 Non-Discrimination and Title VI 

The proposer shall comply with the provisions of the Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil 
Rights Restoration Act of 1987, and subsequent related acts, and all other federal statutory laws 
which provide in whole or in part that no person or entity on the grounds of race, color, national 
origin, sex, physical disability, or veteran status be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be otherwise discriminated under the State, federal and USDOT assisted contracts, 
programs and activities.  

5.4 Project Policies, Guidelines and Methodologies 

The proposer shall be required to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, policies, standards 
and guidelines, which may be created or changed periodically. It is the responsibility of the proposer 
to insure adherence and to remain abreast of new or revised State and federal laws, regulations, 
policies, standards and guidelines affecting project execution. 
 

### 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


